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THE SMALL BUT INFLUENTIAL nation of Qatar on the Arabian Peninsula 
earned the right to host the International Handball Federation’s 24th 
Men’s Handball World Championships this January and February, a 
massive event that saw 24 national teams compete in 88 matches to a 
total attendance of over 300,000.

The championships were held across multiple venues, with three 
purpose built just for the event, including the 15,300 seat Lusail 
Sports Arena. The Arena was the backdrop for the most important 
games of the championships, as well as the spectacular opening and 
closing ceremonies. Australia’s David Atkins Enterprises produced the 
celebrations, with technical assistance from Auditoria’s Scott Willsallen. 
With experience earned on major sporting events around the globe 
including Olympic and Commonwealth Games, Sydney’s The P.A. 
People was chosen to provide communications services throughout the 
championships.

The P.A. People needed to be onsite as the Arena itself was being finished, 
carefully installing the communications infrastructure that would help the 
championships run smoothly. “The venue was still being built as we were 
installing,” explained Scott Davidson, Senior Systems Engineer – Event 
Communications for The P.A. People. “We had to pay close attention to 
detail, as our work not only had to run the event, but also stand up to the 
installation work happening around it.”

With reliability, functionality and flexibility as the key performance 
requirements, The P.A. People chose multiple products from the Clear-Com 
range of wired and wireless communications solutions.

Running a closed fibre optic cabling loop and additional copper cabling 
around the Arena, The P.A. People deployed 32 V-Series key stations 
and selected expansion panels throughout control rooms and anywhere 
extensive comms monitoring and switching was required. Key stations 
with 24 digital pushbuttons plus expansion panels were stationed at 
show call and operations control, as well as with the artistic and technical 
directors. Other vital staff including broadcast, announcers and operations 
were provided with 24 button stations. The V-Series panels incorporate 
digital signal processing, 10-character displays, Listen Again memory, and 
native IP technology in an acoustically controlled housing that ensures 
every word comes through loud and clear.

An Eclipse-Median system frame fitted with 48 analogue ports sat at the 
heart of the Ceremonies system, its dual redundant processors and power 

supplies ensuring that nothing would interrupt the shows. Three 32 port 
Eclipse-PiCo system frames also made the journey to Qatar and supported 
the matches themselves in the smaller venues.

To facilitate stage and artist management at the Arena’s entrances, Clear-
Com’s digital partyline HelixNet master stations were strategically located 
around the ground under bleachers. Event staff wore HBP-2X HelixNet 
Beltpacks cabled back to HelixNet HMS-4X four channel main stations. 
In addition to the opening and closing ceremonies, the IHF also put on 
special concerts by international artists after selected matches, with the 
Arena hosting concerts by Gwen Stefani, Pharrell Williams, Jason Derulo, 
and a host of local artists. The closing ceremony raised the bar further with 
appearances by Kylie Minogue and Taio Cruz.

Further comms coverage was achieved with the use of Clear-Com’s 
Tempest2400 MasterBelt wireless beltpacks.

Clear-Com’s flexibility ensured that integrating The P.A. People comms 
system into other venue infrastructure was simple and effective. “The 
Arena was fitted with state-of-the art equipment in-house,” continued 
Scott Davidson. “It was easy to integrate with the Clear-Com gear. We also 
incorporated third-party UHF radios into the Clear-Com system.”

Visit www.jands.com.au, www.clearcom.com and www.papeople.com.au

Handball to The P.A. People with Clear-Com

MORE connectivity ... MORE fl exibility ... MORE MEDIORNET 

MICRON slips into any role you want:
STAND-ALONE as a 12x12 router with MEDIORNET processing features
POINT-TO-POINT supporting 24 SDI video signals / 2 MADIs / ETH (1Gbit)
ROUTER as a central video matrix for up to 192x192 HD-SDI signals
MESHED2 as decentralized video routing application

MEDIORNET 
MICRON

www.riedel.net

See us at 
infoComm booth 1325

EYEHEIGHT CC-2M COLOUR CORRECTORS and a DK-2 multi-rate linear 
downstream keyer will be operating live at the 2015 Wimbledon Lawn 
Tennis Championships.

Chosen by one of Britain’s largest outside broadcast service providers, the CC-
2M colour correctors and DK-2 keyer will be a central part of the infrastructure 
used to relay the content to television viewers around the globe.

“The DK-2 performed successfully at the 2013 and 2014 Wimbledon Lawn 
Tennis Championships,” says Eyeheight Sales Director, Martin Moore. “It will 
be used this year to add contestant identifier overlays which are faded in 
and out over the live action with a Eyeheight VP-10 video T-bar module. The 
keyer will be accompanied this year by six CC-2M colour correction channels 
housed in an ultra-compact 1U chassis. These will be deployed to ensure 
consistent quality from multiple feeds arriving in the OB control vehicle.”

Compatible with all commonly used 625/525-line standard-definition, 
720p intermediate-definition and 1080i high definition formats, the DK-2 
incorporates background, fill and key inputs, wipe, matte and garbage-matte 
generation, independent main and preview keyers plus EDH reinsertion for 
the main output. It is fully transparent to SDI-embedded audio and other 
ancillary data. Mechanical relay bypass is available as an option. Features 
include 10-bit linear keying, manual or automatic transitions, a user-

selectable choice of additive, multiplicative and self-key modes, and AES 
digital audio voiceover.

Eyeheight’s DK-2 is equipped with inputs for slave fill sync, slave key sync 
and master input line sync plus independent programme and preview 
outputs. An RJ45 port allows connection of three GPI channels and tally as 
well as RS232-based on-board protocol control. It can be fully operated via 
Ethernet from anywhere in the world.

Designed for use in live television content creation, the Eyeheight CC-2M 
colour corrector allows a production team to ensure consistent colour 
matching when switching between multiple camera sources or making 
significant changes to camera angle. Operation is via a logical menu system 
that can be accessed quickly and easily from the front panel or remotely.

The CC-2M colour corrector allows independent real-time adjustment of 
red, green and blue component levels, master gain, lift, gamma and hue. A 
preview output provides a configurable split screen showing processed and 
unprocessed picture. Up to six plug-in modular colour correction cards can 
be accommodated in a 1 U intelligent chassis with easy channel switching. 
Up to eight panels can be networked. The CC-2M system also includes a 
maintenance mode to assist installation.

Visit www.eyeheight.com

Eyeheight Colour Correctors at Wimbledon 2015
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Infinite power

Studer Infinity sets new standards for broadcast audio mixing power and system redundancy.

Distributed by

Big productions demand a lot of processing muscle. The new Studer Infinity core 
delivers an unprecedented 800+ audio channels with superb sonic quality and 
aviation-standard system redundancy. Studer A-Link fibre interfaces provide more 
than 5000 inputs and outputs. And intuitive control comes courtesy of the new Vista 
X surface, with comprehensive audio and loudness metering, powerful surround 
sound management, automated mic mixing for unscripted panel shows and Auto 
Touch Plus Dynamic Automation.

www.jands.com.au/brands/studer
Call us on (02) 9582 0909 for a Demo!

Studer VistaX Infinity C+T fullpage Ad.indd   1 23/06/2015   11:48 am

AS THE TITLE IMPLIES, Mad Max: Fury Road is a mad and furious, high-action 
post-apocalyptic film set in a desert wasteland. The plot calls for a warlord’s 
harem to race across the sandy landscape in a desperate, high-speed bid 
for freedom from his ruthless henchman. Both escapees and their pursuers 
form an “armada” of armoured vehicles. Hidden within that sandstorm were 
members of the audio crew, trying to capture every bit of dialogue and sound 
effects, all while in motion. Faced with such a monumental challenge, veteran 
Production Sound Mixer Ben Osmo and Vehicle FX Recordist Oliver Machin 
turned to Sound Devices’ 7-Series of digital audio recorders.

“I used four 788T-SSDs plus four CL-8s, and did mix down to each recorder, 
plus a two-track mix down to a 744T for dailies,” said Osmo. “I also had a 
788T rigged in my sound cart and kept that in a larger truck for a couple of 
months, next to video split.” In addition to that equipment, Oliver Machin 
brought a sixth 788T in a bag to record extra vehicle FX when necessary.

Osmo said, “The use of multiple 788Ts became necessary when the challenge 
was to record multiple tracks under extreme conditions. The 788Ts were very 
versatile. As well as ISO tracks and mix downs, we were able to set up mix 
minuses with AUX sends into a monitor mixer. We had available 42 channels of 
radio mics. This was because of the repeater systems and different RF blocks 
in play, so we could pre-rig vehicles ahead of time, and in my van, I would then 
cross over to the correct receiver blocks once they were in action.”

Machin said, “It was kind of ridiculous trying to keep track of that many 
transmitters. We were planting mics on the vehicles…and Mark Wasiutak 
would also travel with a boom mic to grab the slates and sync effects at the 
time with the shots.”

There was also a separate action unit sound team, using a more simplified 
system, still pursuing the action and providing usable guide track dialogue 
for future automated dialogue replacement (ADR).

Microphones were hidden in the cabin and on the principle cast, in the 
engine bays, near exhausts, on top of the “War Rig” (the main characters’ 
get-away vehicle), and on a vast number of supporting cast members in 
other vehicles. Capturing all of that audio would be a major task on a normal 
sound stage, but portability requirements for Fury Road would not allow for a 
typical film-studio audio setup, so the crew had to get creative.

“We had a 4×4 vehicle,” said Machin, describing Ben Osmo’s van they 

dubbed the Osmotron. “Instead of having sound carts traditionally…that 
wasn’t going to cut it on a road movie traveling at 80- or 90-miles an hour 
across the desert. Nobody was going to keep up, so we built into his vehicle 
huge racks of radio mic receivers.”

“It was lucky that I had all SSD 788Ts,” Osmo said. “So, even though most of 
the filming was off road, they performed exceptionally well under extreme 
vibration.” Separately, a 744T was suspended in a pouch so it could absorb 
the shocks of the Namibian desert during the six-mouth-long production 
schedule. “They never skipped a beat, especially when travelling and 
recording on very bumpy and dusty terrain.”

Adding to the complexity, the cast members were essentially in a rusty box, 
so RF reception had to be rethought, making repeaters sometimes necessary. 
The crew set up three multiplex systems (which Ben designed with 
assistance of RF experts) with RF combiners and high-powered transmitter 
boosters to maximise the range of 1-to-3 kilometres, not only for recording 
purposes but also to aid communication behind the scenes.

“As we travelled long distances, the walkie talkie repeater towers were 
often out of range,” Osmo said, “so I was asked to provide my comms in 
the Lectrosonics radio mics and IFB systems to Director George Miller and 
First AD and Co-Producer, PJ Voeten, as they also often were great distances 
apart—at least 500 metres to 1.5 kilometres—and they were able to have 
hands free communication. Cinematographer John Seale and two of his 
operators were on this system, and the first AC camera people, as well.”

Comms were also used to feed audio to IFB receivers for cast members. As 
sound mixer, Osmo also had to feed a musical mix to musicians armed with 
ear wigs to aid them in keeping time to the beat while riding atop the “Doof 
Wagon” vehicle, and playing instruments, such as drums and a flaming guitar.

When the action call came, only the camera tracking vehicles, SFX, and 
the lonely sound van were in pursuit. Mark Wasiutak, key boom operator, 
travelled on the hero vehicles when cameras were on board. He was able to 
troubleshoot with assistance from the rest of the sound crew whenever the 
armada was stopped for checks.

“It was like a whole armada,” Machin said. Once it stopped, “Every 
department was jumping in their 4x4s and travelling to assist. I mean literally 
they would be going five, six, seven kilometres across the desert, turn 
around and come back again, or go farther.” The whole unit relocated to new 
technical base camps, then waited for the cue to go again. “It was quite a feat 
to make that happen.”

Another benefit of the 788T is its reliable timecode jamming capabilities, mak-
ing it right at home in complex multi-camera sync-sound productions like Mad 
Max: Fury Road. Although the 788T has an on-board, high-accuracy Ambient 
timecode generator, while on location for Fury Road, the crew used Ambient 
master clocks with GPS antennas set to Greenwich Mean Time. All cameras 
were supplied with Lockit boxes and Deneke slates with Ambient Lockits.

Osmo said, “My 788T recorders and the 744T were jammed from the same 
Ambient master clock. All the recorders synched up beautifully and never 
missed a beat.”

Visit www.sounddevices.com

Sound Devices Goes on a Wild Ride with ‘Mad Max: Fury Road’




